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Psychology and Neuroscience at the 
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(Caltech) in Pasadena, California. He 
obtained his Bachelor’s Degree in 
Chemistry and Master’s in Biology 
from Stanford University, and his PhD 
in neurobiology from Caltech working 
with Mark Konishi on the auditory 
system of the barn owl. His post-doc 
was with Antonio Damasio at the 
University of Iowa, where he began 
investigating the role of the amygdala 
in recognizing emotions from facial 
expressions in humans. His lab 
continues to focus on the amygdala, 
but also investigates autism and 
agenesis of the corpus callosum 
(a birth defect leading to partial or 
complete absence of the corpus 
callosum). He directs Caltech’s Brain 
Imaging Center, is Deputy Editor of 
Psychological Science, and is current 
president of the Association for the 
Scientific Study of Consciousness.
How did you get interested in 
neuroscience? Through philosophy. 
Although I had a background in 
chemistry, I was not really interested 
in the biochemistry of the brain, 
but rather in how the brain creates 
the mind and consciousness, big, 
hard questions like that. I think it 
was Tom Nagel’s seminal essay 
“What is it like to be a bat”, which I 
read as a beginning undergraduate 
at Stanford, that got me hooked. 
I suppose my choice of advisors 
reflected my interest, especially when 
I decided to switch from sensory 
physiology to human cognition as 
a post-doc. I would still say that 
that is the fundamental reason I 
do neuroscience: a fascination 
with questions that are essentially 
in the realm of philosophy. I also 
feel that anybody doing cognitive 
neuroscience or cognitive psychology 
should have some background in 
philosophy of mind — and conversely. 
What was it like working with your 
advisors? They were very different. 
As a graduate student at Caltech I 
worked with Mark Konishi on barn 
owls, and this involved extreme 
independence. Mark’s lab was highly 
Q & A productive, with people like  Terry Takahashi, Allison Doupe,  
Rich Mooney and others there at  
the time. They all had big stacks of 
data and papers on their desks,  
and I remember arriving as a  
first-year graduate student with my 
desk bare. I asked Mark Konishi 
what project he suggest I start, and 
he said something like “you can do 
anything you wish”. That was it, and 
so I was forced to start doing things 
on my own. This was probably one 
of the most formative times in my 
career with respect to the actual 
‘doing’ of science and reflected 
Mark’s philosophy. You needed to 
figure things out for yourself, and 
to motivate yourself. Once I had it 
figured out and started, it was great. 
Mark’s lab was a very organic kind 
of entity, there was no real sense 
of a particular agenda and all these 
top-quality papers would materialize 
spontaneously, or at least it seemed 
that way to me. Mark believed 
strongly that science should be fun. 
He didn’t care much about prestige 
and wasn’t too worried about 
productivity — but it turned out those 
came naturally once you were having 
fun.
When I had finished my PhD with 
Mark Konishi I felt that I wanted to 
return to the philosophical kinds 
of questions that had got me into 
neuroscience in the first place. I 
even toyed with the idea of getting a 
second PhD, this time in philosophy. 
Mark told me that was a bad idea, 
and I had just heard a lecture from 
Antonio Damasio about what you 
could do with lesion patients, and so 
I approached him to do a post-doc. 
He invited me out to Iowa to chat 
about the possibilities, and when I 
arrived there he said that my lecture 
would begin shortly. I had nothing at 
all prepared, and ended up giving an 
impromptu chalk talk on the auditory 
system of the barn owl to a room full 
of MDs in white coats. That wasn’t 
too hard since I had recently been 
practising my defense. I guess it went 
over well because Damasio offered 
me the post-doc. 
Working with Damasio was quite 
intense. When I began there, he was 
just finishing his book “Descartes’ 
Error” and we had a lot of discussions 
about that. It was exactly the mixture 
of neuroscience and philosophy that 
I had been looking for. The setup 
that he had at the University of Iowa was fantastic — you could basically 
ask for patients with lesions in any 
part of the brain, and they would 
be scheduled to come in for your 
experiment. Despite the large size of 
the patient registry, the group was 
quite small and it felt very intimate. 
I still collaborate with them. In fact, 
I still see both Damasio, who is now 
at USC very close to Caltech, and 
Konishi, who is still at Caltech.
What was hardest about 
transitioning between Caltech to 
Iowa? For some reason I didn’t  
find the major switch in topic very  
stressful — perhaps because of the 
novelty. A major switch from my  
grad student days at Caltech to the 
post-doc at Iowa was of course the 
working environment, and in particular 
the hours. At Caltech, I generally got 
up close to noon and went to bed in 
the wee morning hours, which was 
what everybody around me seemed to 
be doing also. When I started working 
at the University of Iowa, this was in a 
professional hospital environment and 
I had to switch to getting up for Dan 
Tranel’s morning neuropsychology 
meeting at 7:30 each day. Now that 
I’ve returned to Caltech as faculty, I’ve 
found it easy to keep the early hours.
Was there a particular finding that 
launched your career? In my case, 
undoubtedly yes. When I left Caltech 
after I obtained my PhD, my graduate 
advisor Mark Konishi told me that I 
ought to set as a goal to publish a 
paper in Nature in my first year as a 
post-doc. When I arrived as a new 
post-doc in Damasio’s lab at Iowa, 
within a few months I began testing 
lesion patients on all kinds of tasks 
and stimuli. Damasio had a great 
interest in film and showed me these 
beautiful black-and-white stills from 
films that he had. I showed them to 
lesion patients, made some initial 
observations, followed them up, 
and ended up finding that amygdala 
lesions impair recognition of fear.  
We wrote that up and sent it to 
Science, they rejected it, we revised 
and sent it to Nature, and they  
took it. That all happened within  
my first year there, and it definitely  
set the direction for all my future 
work. But the initial finding was  
really serendipitous — I had to try  
a lot of different and seemingly 
random topics until I hit upon  
this finding. 
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Damasio, I had nothing at all working 
to fall back on, and so it was 100% 
moving on from one experiment to 
the next. I ended up exploring a huge 
number of topics, all mostly related to 
social cognition and emotion, mostly 
dead ends, but with a few home runs 
that I then pursued for a long time. 
The study of the amygdala’s role in 
recognizing social cues from faces 
was one of those: I collected the data 
in early 1994, published the paper in 
Nature in late 1994, and still continue 
that line of work, in fact with the 
very same patient we studied in the 
original paper.
How does this work in your lab 
now — when somebody has a new 
idea, how do you decide whether 
it’s worth doing? We discuss it, 
sometimes just in small groups or 
even one-on-one, but more often in 
the forum of one of our two weekly 
lab meetings. My colleague John 
O’Doherty also recently started an 
fMRI meeting where any new fMRI 
ideas are vetted amongst all the MRI 
users. So there’s lots of discussion 
and feedback. I basically encourage 
anybody in my lab to do anything they 
want. Some of the ideas are of course 
bad ideas, but if somebody really 
wants to try it, they should do so. I 
think I adopted a bit of the attitude 
of my graduate mentor Mark Konishi 
and feel that people need to figure 
out what works and what does not to 
a large extent themselves. Besides, 
the most harebrained ideas may turn 
out to be brilliant, who knows. Beyond 
that, I try to come up with new ideas 
myself. Although I don’t have the time 
to carry them out myself anymore, 
there’s often a student I can convince 
to adopt them.
Do you have an idol? At home 
we have this beautiful book about 
recipes by Ferran Adrià, head-chef 
of the famed restaurant El Bulli. The 
recipes are of course impossible to 
carry out yourself, but the book gives 
you an idea of the obsession with 
perfection, the creativity, the drive 
that is behind such an enterprise. 
Running a successful lab is like 
running a successful restaurant, and 
the best chefs in the world have what 
it would take to be among the best 
scientists in the world. They love 
what they do, they are completely 
committed to what they do, they operate in a highly competitive 
environment, they need to come 
up with new ideas all the time and 
they need to tread the fine line 
between sticking with what works 
and reinventing themselves — all 
the while coordinating and training 
a tight team of people to execute it 
all. If you want pointers on how to be 
a great scientist, you need look no 
further than a top restaurant in your 
neighborhood.
What advice would you give to 
graduate students and post-docs? 
Once or twice a year we have a lab 
meeting dedicated to exactly that 
question. I usually begin by telling 
them what I think should be obvious: 
in the big picture, what matters most 
is your health, your family, things like 
that. Your career is part of that, but 
obviously not all there is to life. I also 
tell them that becoming a professor 
is definitely not for everyone, and that 
there are many excellent alternatives 
they should consider. I think career 
choices, whether global or detailed, 
are always rather idiosyncratic. There 
is no universal formula to apply, it’s 
just too complex for that. 
OK, but suppose somebody wants 
to pursue a career in neuroscience 
and is pretty good at it — what do 
you tell them specifically? That they 
first need to find a topic or question 
that deeply and genuinely fascinates 
and motivates them. I think to be a 
scientist you need that as a starting 
point, and this is different from 
many other careers. The next step 
is to figure out how good you are at 
it. There’s no question you need a 
lot of ingredients to be successful 
as a scientist: you need to be very 
determined and motivated, but you 
also need a lot of patience; you need 
to have strong quantitative skills and 
a good math background, but you 
also need to be able to write well 
and quickly. You need to enjoy sitting 
alone in front of a computer for long 
periods of time, but also like intense 
discussions with colleagues and 
students. Like I said, I don’t think it’s 
for everyone. But if it’s for you, it can 
be the most rewarding career. I would 
certainly not trade it in for anything 
else I can imagine.
What do you enjoy doing when you 
aren’t doing science? Lots of things, 
the outdoors and food especially. Actually, the whole lab does that. 
We have lab dinners about once a 
month, and every spring for a few 
days a lab camping trip. We never 
do anything scientific on those 
occasions, we just enjoy interesting 
food or sea kayaking, or whatever it 
is. I try to get out for a morning run in 
the local mountains several times a 
week. I used to go on long runs with 
colleagues, Dan Tranel when I was at 
Iowa, and Christof Koch at Caltech, 
and once upon a time I used to run 
these crazy ultramarathons, 100-mile 
races that would take over 30 hours 
to do. In the summer my wife and 
I go camping in the Sierra Nevada, 
which is spectacular; during the day 
she goes fishing and I go up the 
mountains, and then we reconvene 
in the evening for grilled trout over 
the campfire. The times I enjoy the 
most are probably spent in complete 
solitude though, doing multi-day solo 
treks in the mountains, but that’s 
hard to find the time for these days.
What are the major unsolved 
questions in cognitive neuroscience? 
To my mind there’s one that stands 
above all else: how is the biology of 
the brain related to the psychology 
of the mind? In short, the problem of 
consciousness — which is actually 
several problems. There are still many 
people who find it silly to investigate 
this, or who honestly don’t seem to 
understand what the puzzlement is 
all about. Well, I think there’s a very 
deep puzzle there, and one we are 
unlikely to solve soon, and maybe will 
never solve — but that’s an empirical 
question. Throughout my career I  
think I’ve been fascinated by thinking 
about the conscious experiences  
of the research participants with 
whom I worked. When I worked with 
Damasio in Iowa, I asked myself that 
about the lesion patients whom I was 
working with (and concluded that I 
was incapable of ever knowing what  
it would be like to be most of them).  
In my lab at Caltech, we work  
with fascinating populations like  
high-functioning autism and agenesis 
of the corpus callosum. What is it like 
to be them, what is their experience 
of the world? I am fascinated by this 
question.
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